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Letter from the Editor
Hello there lovely readers! Am I the only one who actually enjoys the school holidays and

sees them as a brilliant chance to spend time with my children? Even as a parent I still have that
sinking feeling I had as a child when the ‘Back to School’ posters fill the shop windows, and will go far
out of my way rather than pass by school!
This month we’re uber excited about the Baby and Toddler Show in Manchester, (remember to quote
MBT41 at www.babyshownorthwest.com for £10 off your tickets) We’re all clucking over the huge
prize mountain we’re amassing here at the office for the show, make sure to look out for details of our
amazing Mummy and Me Competitions!
Viewers of Casualty and Waterloo Road will enjoy our exclusive interview with lovely Supermum/
television actress Holly Matthews. Her fascinating story is a text book case of how to balance being
a hands-on Mum while running a successful career, a definite ‘must read’ with plenty of surprises.
Kate and Wills’ gorgeous new addition Prince George Alexander Louis has to be the most talked
about baby on the planet! To celebrate, Baby Sensory cleverly created a bespoke class delivered
nationally with a truly Royal theme that was so moving it made many grown ups cry!

As always our army of Mummy reviewers have been hard at work, scrutinising a wealth of gorgeous
clothing to make your little one look like a Prince or Princess, and our new reviewers who are, wait for it
….Grandparents! They gave the fantastic new Tidy Time Activity Mat/ToyBox a massive ‘thumbs up’!
Make sure to write to me, I so love hearing from you. If you have a story that needs telling contact me, Sue at
knowsley@mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Sue x

Till next time….

Company Focus

The biggest Baby & Toddler Show the North West
has seen comes to EventCity, Manchester...
Cross, Joolz, Cosatto, Meego and Bloom to unique,
stylish and innovative brands and products that aren’t
available in nursery stores or on the high street.

Due Date: 27-29 September 2013

W

hether you’re pregnant, have a new baby
or a lively toddler, The Baby & Toddler Show
supported by Emma’s Diary, in partnership with
Nurofen for Children, taking place at EventCity, Trafford
Centre, Manchester from 27-29 September 2013 has
everything you need to give your baby the best start with
amazing shopping and expert advice on pregnancy, birth
and parenthood.
At this exciting, life changing time you
will no doubt have a list of musthaves (and probably lots of
nice-to-haves) as long
as your arm designed
to make your life
with your baby
easy,
practical,
safe, stylish and
comfortable.
The Baby &
Toddler
show
doesn’t
just
offer you the
widest
possible
choice of products
including lots of hard
to find brands, you’ll
also hear from leading
experts on every aspect of
becoming a new mum or dad.
The show helps to make your baby budget stretch further
with exclusive show deals, in fact visitors are guaranteed
the best prices on car seats, prams and buggies
and nursery furniture at the show so it’s the perfect
opportunity to make your investment purchases. We all
know it can be expensive to buy everything you need as
a new parent so it’s important to get the right products for
your budget and there is a greater range on offer at the
show to test, try, compare and buy than anywhere else.
There will be over 150 different brands available to
choose from including big names in baby such as
Bugaboo, iCandy, Mamas & Papas, Britax, Silver

Everyone’s needs are different; finding the right products
to suit your family lifestyle, budget and circumstances
can be difficult, confusing and time consuming. The Baby
& Toddler show offers free product demonstrations from
the brand experts to enable you to see the benefits of
each product, test them out and ensure you are buying
the best for yours and your baby’s needs. Meet the
brands’ representatives and quiz the experts who actually
make them so you can make a fully informed decision.
Becoming a parent is an emotional time. Exciting on
the one hand, but sometimes a little daunting. Free
workshops at the show give you a helping hand and put
your mind at rest - providing advice and practical tips
and information from a panel of handpicked experts on
the topics you want to know about - including sleeping,
feeding, finance, nutrition and first aid. There are also
some fun sensory sessions for the little ones to join
in too! No need to book, simply drop in on the day.
The show is completely bump and baby
friendly with free parking
right outside the door at
EventCity and free baby
changing facilities as
well as a comfortable
and
discreet
feeding area too.
What’s
more,
every
mum
will
receive
a
free Goody Bag
from
Emma’s
Diary
packed
with great branded
products
including
nappies, wipes, toiletries
and more, worth over £12.
Mummy and Me Magazine are proud
Partners of the event and as such we are please
to be able to bring you a special reader offer!

Save £10 with this special ticket offer for
Mummy & Me readers!
Book 2 tickets for just £20, quote MBT35 at

www.babyshownorthwest.com
Visit the Mummy and Me stand,
meet the team and enter our fab
competition!

* £10 off for
Me’
‘Mummy and
readers!
Package 1

Confirmation Scan - was £65
Now £55 showing/quoting ‘Mummy and Me’ magazine

We offer a range of packages and prices to suit all
pockets. Whatever package you select we aim to
provide great value and informed knowledge about
your pregnancy making your experience a truly
memorable one.

Package 2

Early Sexing Scan - was £65
Now £55 showing/quoting
‘Mummy and Me’ magazine

This scan can be performed from
as early as 16 weeks and we will
also give you a sneaky 4D preview.
This scan also includes a CD ROM
of all images taken and a printed
picture to take away with you.
*Packages 1 & 2

Now Open

In
illage
Woolton V
For more information or an appointment call us

0151 421 0088

34 Allerton Rd
Woolton, L25 7RG

e: enquiries@4d4u.co.uk | w: www.4D4U.co.uk

Pregnancy

Beautiful Bumps & Fashionable Feeders...

I

n terms of attire, pregnancy has various phases. At
the start of pregnancy you try to see just how long
you can get away with wearing your regular clothes
before it becomes noticeable. The second phase
is when you feel that you could almost just look like
you’re carrying some extra weight and so attempt
to cover or layer up. The final phase is where your
‘bump’ is definitely present and perhaps you like to
embrace this by wearing tight clothing or clothing
that flatters or even ‘highlights’ the baby bump.
Whatever phase you may be in, getting the right
clothing in pregnancy that offers style, flattery,
practicality, sophistication or even just comfort,
can be a difficult task. However, Mummy and Me
Magazine has been looking into the fantastic brands
that are on offer and there are some stunning ones
about (why not check Bibee out on their stand C44
at the Baby & Toddler show in Manchester 27th-29th
September). As featured previously in Mummy and
Me magazine and also modelled by actress Holly
Matthews (featured on page 18-19) Bibee dresses are
a favourite! Their dresses offer both practicality and
style that enables the wearer to dress it up or down.
We are also loving the beautiful range from iconic
designers Isabella Oliver.
Isabella
London
online

Oliver
based
fashion

is
a
British
label.

Built by husband and wife
team Geoff & Baukjen,
the iconic designs have
led the way to pregnancy
style.
The
London
inspired collections are designed for the moden,
multi-tasking woman who wants easy style and
comfort from well-cut clothes in luxurious fabrics.
signature
design techniques
ruching and
Isabella Using
Oliver their
Launches
the Autumn
Winter 2013ofCollection

wrapping, their passion is to offer great designs that flatter
pregnancy curves - providing enduring classics with a
modern twist for the SAME WOMAN NEW CURVES.
Their iconic designs have been worn and loved
by some of the world’s most stylish women,
with celebrity clients including Selma Blair,
Angelina Jolie, Jennifer Garner, Natalie Portman
and Reese Witherspoon (to name a few!).
Isabella Oliver have seen fast expansion and
although initially launched in the UK, they are
now selling to over 80 countries worldwide.
Our Chester & Wirral Sub-Editor is currently 7 months
pregnant and put one of their maternity dresses to the test…
“I love this dress! The material is of high quality Jersey
and very comfortable indeed. Whilst my bump is getting
a lot bigger these days, the dress is very flattering and
I feel great in it! The dress is more than I would usually
look to pay for maternity wear, however, the quality
certainly speaks for itself and I can’t wait to wear it again.
With the dress coming in various colours, I am so
tempted to order another colour myself! The great
thing about it, is you can dress it up or down and I
intend to get my wear out of this dress while I can.
The dress arrived beautifully wrapped and bagged
and I will certainly be purchasing maternity wear
for the Winter from Isabelle Oliver as their range
is just gorgeous. For any pregnant ladies, www.
isabellaoliver.com is a must see. Happy shopping!”
Gill Pryce (Sub-Editor, Mummy and Me
Chester & Wirral)
Once the baby is born, other necessities come into
play; clothing suited to discrete nursing or even
accessories that are ‘baby friendly’. For discrete
nursing, again the Isabella Oliver range offers a
stylish collection of nursing clothing to suit all tastes.
Magazine Founder, Michelle Thompson said...
“Isabella Oliver offers a beautiful range of nursing
wear complimenting their scrumptious maternity
range. To wear, I found the fabric offers a
comfortable feel and the design discretely hides
the fact that it is a nursing top through layering
in the fabric with openings for feeding. I found
the nursing top to be far more stylish than tops
available on the high street so certainly suited
for both casual and more formal occasions.”

www.isabellaoliver.com
When looking to accessorise and searching
for practicality with babe-in-arms, Mummy
and Me Magazine love the I.M.Baby Bangle
by Izzy Melody which offers a stylish bangle
for Mum and a fantastic teether for baby.

www.izzymelody.co.uk
Wardour Blazer £189/$299/€225
Elerby Top £59/$99/€ 75
Dover Leather Leggings £279/$449/€ 335
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Lexington Silk Maxi Dress £329/$529/€ 399

Alma Coat £259/$415/€315
Kingsley Jumper £115/$189/€ 139
Easy Leggings £39/$65/€ 49

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
The Isabella Oliver Autumn Winter 2013 collection focuses on a minimal and relaxed silhouette in a
mixture of tones and textures offset by a pared back and eclectic colour palette. Subtle details and a
luxe finishing bring a sleek and directional sensibility to maternity style whilst the effortless cuts and
designs remain true to the signature of the brand.

A

t around 24 weeks, your baby is big enough
for you to expect to feel regular movements on
a daily basis. The Royal College of Midwives
guideline (and what you will hear from your midwife)
is that you should be feeling 10 movements within a
space of 12 hours. If the placenta is at the front of the
uterus or you are very overweight, you may
find it more difficult to detect movements.
There are times in the day when
your baby will be asleep and you
will not feel them move due to
this. Towards full term, babies
sleep more often, but it is
very rare that your baby will
sleep for more than an hour
at a time. It is commonly
noted that babies are most
active in the evening or early
morning. Most pregnant women
notice the majority of movements
during the evenings when they
are most rested.
(Movements can
often also be felt after eating sugary snacks
or drinking a glass of cold water or fizzy drinks –
useful for reassurance
checksbyor before a scan but
Scans are performed
highly
not advisable
to qualified
use on and
a regular basis however
registered
sonographers
as it is important to have a good balanced diet).

importance that you know what is usual for your
baby, so that you are aware when there is a reduction
in movements. If you feel something isn’t right, you
must contact your midwife immediately so that you
can get prompt care by an experienced obstetrician
which will usually involve being monitored by
a cardiotachograph (CTG) monitor at hospital.

Pregnancy

The importance of monitoring foetal movement...

It is important that you understand that you
will never be seen as ‘bothering’ health
professionals by asking for checks to be
made. Your concerns over your baby’s
movements are important (who else
are they able to tell?) and you should
not delay in asking for advice.

THE NORTHWESTS LATEST BABY SCAN BOUTIQUE

Alongside
www.nhsdirect.
nhs.uk
a great website to
visit for advice and support is

www.countthekicks.org.uk
who are a charity aiming to empower
mums-to-be with knowledge and confidence.
If you have; been affected by the death of a baby,
wish to offer support, donate to research or find out
more visit www.uk-sands.org (Stillbirth & Neonatal
Death Charity). You may also find it useful to
discuss your thoughts and share your feelings with
other Mums and Mums-to-be on the Mummy and
Me forum at www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

2D/3D/4D BLACK & WHITE AND FULL COLOUR SCANS

A reduction in movements can mean that the
baby is not well in the womb, it is therefore of vital
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As a teenager I suffered from feelings of deep
unworthiness. I had acne and I was unable to look in
a mirror for nearly 3 years, unless it was by candlelight.
Fifteen years later, I posted a series of self portraits of
my semi-nude postpartum body on my blog in 2012
because 95% of women will not see ourselves reflected
in mainstream media. I gained 50 pounds with my
pregnancy and that added to my personal history of
oppressive self-loathing in a culture that praises mostly
photoshopped images of women in media. I wanted
to join the movement of redefining beautiful for selfempowerment, for women to feel validated and for the
reshaping of media. After my self-portrait blog post, 100’s
of women from around the world wrote to tell me their
story about their postpartum body and asked if I would
photograph them, just as they were. A Beautiful Body
Book Project began growing in the summer of 2012 with
a collaboration of my photographs and the stories from
the women photographed about finding freedom from
feeling too fat, too skinny, too dark skinned, too pale,
too wrinkly, too pimply or whatever other story inhibits
us from completely loving ourselves, just as we are.
I think healthy body image is being called in by most
women in our culture. We are facing an epidemic of
women who feel unworthy of being called beautiful. We
live in a media heavy world and are forced to agree at
a very young age that we must look a certain way to
feel sexy and beautiful for somebody else instead of for
ourselves. Shaming mothers for not ‘bouncing back’
after childbirth can cause feelings of failure when being

Astonishing Affects of Pills in Pregnancy...

O

a mother is challenging enough
and when a big number of us
have already lived a life of feeling
un-beautiful prior to giving birth.
We have been taught by media
and our society that it’s normal
to put someone else down in
order to feel good about one’s
own fragility. The truth is that
we need to love ourselves, our
true irreplaceable selves, so
that we can empower, honor and
be of service to this world which
like a newborn, wants only to be
nourished with unconditional love.

ver the years research attention
into the health and development of
infants exposed to anti-convulsant
medications
has
increased.
Research into the risks associated
with anticonvulsant medications
takes a lot of time and resources
and can only be done if women who take these
medications offer to help researchers.
Recent research has highlighted that
the dose of the medication taken is a
key factor in child health. Recently,
the risks of the child’s cognitive
functioning has also been more
rigorously investigated and the risks,
particularly for children exposed to sodium
valproate (Epilim) have been highlighted.

About an hour after I gave birth
to my son in 2012, I looked down
at my body and began to weep in
complete amazement at the fact
that my body had just created and
delivered a baby with no pain medication
of any sort! I was kind of like, “Who ARE
you and where did you come from” I was
so in awe! There I was 50 pounds heavier
than I have ever been in my life and I was
so in love with myself! Finally, I could
begin to love who I was, just as I was!

Since the drug Sodium Valproate was licenced for
use in the UK in 1973, research states that as many
as 48,000 children have been exposed to it, and that
as many as 20,000 children have been affected by
it. Of course other ant-convulsants can cause Fetal
Anti-Convulsant Syndrome, however the extent
of the damages caused by Valproate makes it the
worst AED to use during pregnancy for the fetus,
and it is important for any woman, with the support
of her health care professional to be able to make
that informed choice before becoming pregnant.

www.jadebeall.com

The FACS Syndrome Association (FSA) are working
to help and support families with affected children

Pregnancy

Pregnancy

A Beautiful Body Project - Jade Beall

and have a Parental & Educational Officer on board
to offer help and advice in situations with school etc…
It is our intention to support families who
have children affected by any anti-convulsant
medication, not just Valproate, as we understand
the implications FACS can have on family life.
Each board member has children
affected, all to varying degrees
and at different stages in life.
While Janet Williams has 2 sons affected
by Valproate at the ages of 21 and 23
yrs old, Emma Murphy and Catherine
Cox have children of school age and
are still experiencing the usual problems
given by education and health issues.
Please note: Not all children whose mothers
have taken an anti-epilepsy drug (AED) during
pregnancy will be affected. Never stop taking your
medication without medical advice..!
For more information please contact:
FACS Syndrome Association (FSA)
Tel: 01253 799161
Email: janet.infact@btinternet.com or Emmafacs016@
gmail.com
Twitter Campaign: Emma4facs
Website: www.emma4facs@wix.com/emma4facs
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Specialising in Baby Massage and
Baby Yoga Classes.

Baroo is a one stop-shop when
planning a nursery for your new
arrival or converting your nursery
into a room for your toddler as they
are growing up.
We are proud to offer nursery
bedding ranges that are unique,
with beautiful soft fabrics,
appliqués and embroidery, with
modern design elements. Moses
baskets, cot quilts, bumpers for
the cot/junior bed, or duvet cover
and pillowcase sets for the toddler's
bedroom, baroo has just what you need
for your newborn or growing family.

Baby Massage Suitable From Birth
Baby Yoga Suitable From 12 Weeks
07921808763/ 07790395171
@bumpsandbeyond

...a new
boutique for
expectant mums!

www.bumpsandbeyond.com bumpsandbeyond@hotmail.com

NOW OPEN
Premium Denim and Contemporary Fashion
• Tailoring • Party Wear • Formal wear • Swimwear • Nursing

Gift vouchers available - Jeans from £35

2a Minshull Street, Knutsford, Cheshire WA16 6HG

info@baroo.co.uk Find your nearest stockist at www.baroo.co.uk

TEL: 01565 755595

E: knutsford@thepuddingclub.co.uk W: www.thepuddingclub.co.uk
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W

ith no mention in a
birth plan, it is not
uncommon for your
placenta to be delivered,
bagged up with medical waste
and disposed of. However, the
placenta is a fascinating organ
(after all it has kept your baby alive for several
months) and it is fast becoming a trend to
do something with the placenta post birth.
During a natural birth, a woman can lose up to
a tenth of their blood supply from the bleeding
inside their uterus. Many animals
consume the placenta post delivery in
order to make up for this loss of blood
and obtain essential fats, proteins and iron.
The placenta also contains hormones that can assist
with the recovery after birth. As pharmaceutical
companies and medical professionals are continually
researching into the benefits of the placenta in the
treatment of an array of diseases, many organisations
are pushing for mothers to be given more information
and options on how to make use of their own
placenta for their own personal healing post birth.
Testimonials from mothers who have consumed
the placenta post birth claim to have improved
energy levels, a slowing of post-birth bleeding,

shorter healing times and even
increased milk supply and lower
risk of post natal depression.
Although some mothers literally
choose to cook and eat their placenta
or consume the placenta blended into a smoothie,
perhaps the more accepted form (and that being
encouraged by midwives in geographical pockets
of the UK) is that of encapsulation. This is when the
placenta is taken away by a specialist within 48 hours
post-birth, cleaned and dried, cut up then grounded
into a powder and then placed into capsules for
consumption. Most of which is consumed post birth,
but some can be retained and frozen to assist with
symptoms of the menopause further down the line.

Pregnancy

Placenta - ‘Life after Birth’...

The placenta can also be used to create a print
as a keepsake, as a homeopathic remedy, as a
cream that helps heal Caesarean scars and reduce
stretch marks and as a tincture to help ease PMS.
Encapsulation along with all of these is not currently
available on the NHS and available privately for
around £150 (or more depending on the service
desired). Like most things in pregnancy, it is about
education and information in order for women to make
their own personal choice about their wishes in labour.
Will you be featuring information about the third
stage of labour and your placenta in your birth plan?

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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ummy and Me Magazine recently got the
chance to interview actress Holly Matthews
(best known for her roles in Byker Grove
and Casualty) about her journey into Motherhood...
1) You seem to be involved with so many things,
with only so many hours a day, how on earth do you
manage all that and be a mum of two small children?
Honestly I don’t know! Firstly I have very little sleep, up
till about 1am and awake again at 7am latest, but usually
earlier. Then I have learnt to use my time more wisely.
I try to make the work I do, doable from home, and I’m
constantly available on my phone! I’m lucky that me &
my husband are self employed and are able to work
together to help each other out. Its not easy though, they
sleep, I email and prep. I have a bottle in one hand and
I’m emailing with the other or plotting my next move.
I make sure I have time to play throughout the day
though, you just have to get the kids doing something
(drawing, games, playing in the garden) and run around
a lot. People tell me its ‘amazing’ I’m slim after having
Texas and I think ‘really!’ when is there time to eat?
2) We love that you’re regularly mentioned
as ‘Feisty actress Holly Matthews’; apart
from the note we read that you’d left
for a selfish parker (!) why is this?
Hahahaha this made me laugh as it is true.
I’m very strong willed and opinionated.
I’m decisive and talk honestly. I think it’s
a Geordie trait too. We are direct people,
which gets described as feisty. I do enjoy
telling people off too though ha ha. I’m alway
putting notes on people’s cars for parking in
Mummy & baby bays when they don’t have a kid! Drives
me mad. It’s so selfish. I put one on my blog and some
newspapers called me to run a story on it, which had my
husband laughing his head off. I think its often seen as
negative when you’re a woman and especially a Mum,
like you are suddenly a different person. My girls will
know that I don’t live in fear of life and I’m not afraid to
stand up for things and people that are important to me.
3) How far does being a Mum affect your choice of acting
role these days?
It affects what I can and can’t do time and distance
wise. My choice of what I would or wouldn’t do hasn’t
really changed though, although I want to do some
CBEEBIES now. I used to present on the radio for
CBEEBIES but wasn’t a Mum at the time, now I’d
love to do it again. I have played a Mum since having
kids, but a stripper Mum (BBC Casualty) as I don’t
look like a “typical Mum” I can still only play rough
Mums or pregnant teens. Good roles to play though.
4) There is so much in the press about childcare
provision, how do you manage?
Brooke is only in nursery a few days and Texas starts in
September. It’s so expensive and very hard for Mums to
go back to work. My sister lives in London and at £50 a
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day for childcare, it’s hardly worth going back to work.
The reality for me is I’ve had to create
jobs where there wasn’t jobs in order to
continue acting and not paying for childcare.
We have good family around too, where needed but
we mostly manage ourselves. Me and my husband
are calling this the transition time in our life, we know
we are treading water but we spent our time before
having kids ‘making hay while the sun shone’ and
propped ourselves up for the drop in pay now.
We believe we make up our loss of earnings
in being able to spend time with our children.
5) We were shocked to read that you’d suffered
from antiphospholipid syndrome, during pregnancy,
it sounds awful! Can you explain this for our readers?
In my first pregnancy I had my daughter 6 weeks
early with pre-eclampsia. In my second they
worked out I had “sticky blood” or “APS” this means
I can develop blood clots more easily than most.
Obviously you are already at a greater risk in pregnancy,
so they believe my placenta probably had blood clots
first pregnancy and this is why I had problems.
Throughout pregnancy (and 6 weeks
after) I had to inject blood thinners into
my stomach, which was as horrible as it
sounds. I hated every single one. I have
now been officially diagnosed with APS
and because I’m pretty healthy in general,
I don’t actually have do anything at the
moment. This tells me a healthy lifestyle is
the way to go. I don’t smoke, rarely drink,
exercise and try to eat well. I now realise that if I
was overweight, or smoked I might not have my girls
here with me right now. That’s harsh reality right there.
6) Did your births go smoothly, and did you have a Doula
or birthing partner?
The first was an emergency (3 inductions) preeclampsia and natural delivery. I lost a lot of blood
after some placenta was left in and had to spend
an extra week in hospital. My daughter was in
special care for 2 weeks, so I was happy to stay.
Second I was induced 2 weeks early so they could be
in control of it (take me off the blood thinners) I was
in on the Thursday, induced Friday and she arrived
Sunday. No time for anything but gas and air (which
I hated) from actual labour it took 20 minutes with
Texas and I was fine after. The nurses were laughing
as I had a full face of make up, fake tan and had
perfected my eyebrows. Judge away BUT I had a lot
of time on my hands beforehand and I’m vain haha.
7) Where did you find the names Brooke and
Texas? Do they have a particular meaning?
We just liked strong sounding names and I’ve always liked
quite unisex sounding names. We didn’t tell anyone either
time and I’d advise this. Everyone hated the name Texas
at first but they’ve got used to it now. I think they’re beautiful
names. My married surname is Blair and they suit it.

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

@hollymatthews

Hollymatthewsonline

8) We read about you writing to a producer at the
age of 11 – as a parent now, what would your
reaction be if Texas or Brooke did the same?
Ha ha, I hadn’t really thought how weird that must
have been for my patents until now. I’d love it. I
will make sure they are taught the same as I was:
“Shy bairns get nowt!” It’s Geordie phrase meaning
if you’re shy in life you get nothing. I will teach the
girls not to follow what they think they have to,
don’t feel you need to conform, find your own
path and have an opinion. If they want to act
then so be it, no one would have stopped me.
9)
While researching these questions, we
were stunned to read how your daughter
Brooke survived meningitis, just as you had
as a child. How is she now, and how important
is it that parents know the warning signs?
She’s perfect now thank you. It’s only been retrospectively
that it terrifies me. At the time she was 3 months old
(and only 7llb), I was new to it all and just got on with
it. The day they said Meningitis you could have picked
me off the floor, I didn’t expect it. She had, had her 3

J

eans for Genes Day raises money for
Genetic Disorders UK and aims to change
the world for children with genetic disorders.

Genetic disorders affect 1 in 25 children born in
the UK - that's more than 30,000 babies each
year. Their associated health problems mean
that genetic disorders are the biggest cause
of death of children aged 14 years and under.
Taking place this year on Friday 20th September
2013, Jeans for Genes Day is the well-known
annual fundraising event which simply asks the
British public, children and adults alike to wear their
jeans for the day and make a £1 / £2 donation.
Jeans for Genes Day funds the care
and
support
of
children
with
genetic
disorders
through
its
grant
programme.
In 2013, 23 charities will benefit from the funds raised
on Jeans for Genes Day.
Jeans for Genes Day have been lucky enough to
be supported by some of the UK’s most famous
celebrity faces over the years including Robbie
Williams, Amanda Holden, Kelly Osbourne,
Katie Price, Coleen Rooney, Stacey Solomon
and Christine Bleakley to name just a few!
This year’s t-shirt will be available to purchase
RRP £20.00 from Friday 21st June 2013 from

www.jeansforgenesday.org

month injections the day before she got sick so I initially
put the sickness down to that (as did the hospital). I’ve
definitely been more wary with her and get scared when
they get ill. She wasn’t a sickly baby and suddenly went
off her food, high temp and vomiting. I trusted my Mothers
instinct but didn’t suspect Meningitis. I just knew she was
ill. Mums, you watch your baby every day. You KNOW
when something isn’t right. Trust this. Her cry sounded
different, it didn’t feel right in my stomach. I would never
have believed your natural instinct was right, but I do now.

Birth & Beyond

Birth & Beyond

Holly Matthews on Motherhood...

10) Do you have any advice for other Mums who are
juggling a career with motherhood?
Yes, don’t let people tell you can’t do it. People become
very patronising when you have kids,. Where there’s a
will, there’s a way! I am currently working at producing a
reality TV show, acting, modelling, teaching adults private
acting lessons and www.theheadshotdoctor.com
an actor/models photography company. I also have a
Youtube channel HollyMatthewsonline set up where I talk
about acting, motherhood and beauty. I basically do all I
can to not get a ‘proper’ job. I’m always thinking of one of
things I can do to make money around my girls and my
husband. I feel very lucky that I’ve been able to do it so far.

This year, two North-West celebs
are involved in the campaign
and Mummy and Me Magazine
asked them why they have
chosen to support this
cause...
‘There are so many genetic
disorders that people
don’t know exist and I
love that I’m able to help
raise awareness and
make a difference. I will
definitely be wearing
my jeans on Jeans for
Genes Day and would
love everyone to join
me.’ Michelle Keegan
‘Genetic disorders affect
1 out of every 25 children
born in the UK so I’m
really happy to be raising
awareness for such an
important issue. Please join
me in wearing the official
2013 Jeans for Genes
Day t-shirt and jeans on
Friday 20th September and
help raise more awareness
and money for this fantastic
charity.’ Melanie C

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

15

weeks
Maths	
  &	
  English

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre
Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Solihull	
  Course	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  24/9/13	
  	
  10	
  
weeks

9.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Ante	
  Natal	
  Booking	
  Clinic

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Ante	
  Natal

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

9.30am	
  -‐	
  10.30am

Baby	
  Massage

The	
  Eden	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L32	
  0RQ FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

Baby	
  Massage

DROP-‐IN

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Baby	
  Massage	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  10/9/13	
  	
  6	
  
weeks

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

DROP-‐IN

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.15am

Baby	
  Club

Manor	
  Farm	
  Health	
  Centre

9.30am	
  -‐	
  12.30pm

Maths	
  &	
  English

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

9.30am	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

First	
  Aid	
  Course	
  -‐	
  4/11/13

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

9.30am	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

Personal	
  Development	
  Course	
  -‐	
  11/11/13

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

Bosom	
  Buddies

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Huyton

L36	
  0UB FREE

Huyton
L36	
  1XH FREE
Stockbridge	
  
Village
L28	
  1AB FREE
Stockbridge	
  
Village
L28	
  1AB FREE
Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Ante	
  Natal

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

10.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

The	
  Eden	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L32	
  0RQ FREE

BOOK
BOOK

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton
L36	
  8DB FREE
Stockbridge	
  
Village
L28	
  1AB FREE
Stockbridge	
  
Village
L28	
  1AB FREE

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm

Sleep	
  Clinic
Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  A	
  9/9/13	
  -‐	
  6	
  weeks
Baby	
  Rhyme	
  Time
	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  9/9/13	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks
Baby	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  28/10/13	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks
Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  B	
  	
  28/10/13	
  -‐	
  6	
  weeks

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Webster	
  Stratton's	
  Incredible	
  Years

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm
1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm
1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

FREE

Towerhill	
  Community	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  1XT

FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Childminders	
  Drop	
  in

The	
  Star	
  Children's	
  Centre	
  

Kirkby

L33	
  1ZF

FREE

DROP-‐IN

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Chatterbox	
  Play

The	
  Pride	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  5YP

FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Baby	
  Time	
  

The	
  Eden	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L32	
  0RQ FREE

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Stay	
  &	
  Play

	
  The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG FREE

3.30pm	
  -‐	
  5.00pm

Malvern	
  Mums	
  Play	
  session

Swanside	
  Community	
  Centre

Huyton

£1.50

BOOK
DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)
DROP-‐IN

9.30am	
  -‐	
  10.45am

Baby	
  Club

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Little	
  Adventurers

The	
  Pride	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  5YP

FREE

BOOK

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Peek-‐a-‐boo	
  babies

The	
  Eden	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L32	
  0RQ FREE

BOOK

9.30am	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

First	
  Aid	
  Course

The	
  Apple

Huyton

L36	
  6AZ

BOOK

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Baby	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Stay	
  &	
  Play

New	
  Horizon's	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am
10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am
10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am
10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Baby	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play
Baby	
  Massage	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  10/9/13	
  	
  6	
  
weeks
Baby	
  Massage	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  29/9/13	
  	
  6	
  
weeks
Post	
  Natal

Baby	
  Sensory	
  &	
  Play	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  10/9/13	
  	
  6	
  
weeks
Baby	
  Sensory	
  &	
  Play	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  29/9/13	
  	
  6	
  
10.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am
weeks
10.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm
12.30am	
  -‐	
  3.30pm
1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm
1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm

Ante	
  Natal	
  Booking	
  Clinic
Maths	
  &	
  English
Baby	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  10/9/13	
  	
  	
  6	
  
weeks
Baby	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  29/10/13	
  	
  	
  6	
  
weeks

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre
Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre
Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre
Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre
The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre
The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre
Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

Huyton

Huyton
Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

Northwood	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  8XD FREE

BOOK

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

BOOK

FREE

BOOK

The	
  Star	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  1XF FREE

BOOK

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

New	
  Horizon's	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK

New	
  Horizon's	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Baby	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

2.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.30pm

Sleep	
  Clinic

Northwood	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  8XD FREE

BOOK

9.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

St	
  Gabriel's	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

The	
  Apple	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  6AZ FREE

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

9.30am	
  -‐	
  10.30am

Baby	
  Massage

The	
  Pride	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  5YP

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Childminders	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

DROP-‐IN

9.30am	
  -‐	
  12.30pm

Maths	
  &	
  English

The	
  Apple	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  6AZ FREE

BOOK

First	
  Aid	
  Course	
  

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

FREE

9.30am	
  -‐	
  2.30pm
10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am
10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  11/9/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks
Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  29/10/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks

FREE

BOOK
DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Baby	
  Gym	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  11/9/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.15am

Mini	
  Movers

Southdene	
  Community	
  Centre

Kirkby

L32	
  6QG FREE

BOOK

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

BOOK

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

BOOK

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Baby	
  Massage
	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  11/9/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks
Baby	
  Massage	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  30/10/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Mummy	
  Time	
  -‐	
  23/9/13	
  	
  12	
  weeks

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Little	
  Stars

Northwood	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  8XD FREE

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Post	
  Natal

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

BOOK

11.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Yoga	
  Play

The	
  Pride	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  5YP

FREE

BOOK

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village
Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village
Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm

Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  11/9/13	
  

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm

Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  30/10/13	
  

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

L36	
  8DB FREE

DROP-‐IN

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  4.00pm

Ante	
  Natal

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

L36	
  1XH FREE

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

1.15pm	
  -‐	
  2.45pm

Little	
  Adventurers

The	
  Eden	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L32	
  0RQ FREE

BOOK

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm

Ante	
  Natal

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

Baby	
  massage

The	
  Star	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  1XF FREE

BOOK

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Stay	
  &	
  Play

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Chatter	
  Box	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  11/9/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Chatter	
  Box	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  30/10/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

FREE

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village
Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village
Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village
Huyton

BOOK

Huyton

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

L36	
  2LF

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village
Huyton

BOOK

Baby	
  Massage	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  29/9/13	
  	
  6	
  
weeks
Baby	
  Sensory	
  and	
  Play	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  10/9/13	
  	
  
6	
  weeks
Baby	
  Sensory	
  and	
  Play	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  29/9/13	
  	
  
6	
  weeks

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Baby	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  -‐	
  29/10/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks

L36	
  2LF

BOOK

Mini	
  Movers

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Huyton

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  2.45pm

FREE

Baby	
  Time	
  

FREE

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

L14	
  0JG
L14	
  0JG

FREE
FREE

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Baby	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

New	
  Horizon's	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.15pm

Baby	
  Club

Stockbridge	
  Heath	
  Centre

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.30pm

Bosom	
  Buddies

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

2.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.30pm

Post	
  Natal

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1ST FREE
Village
Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village
Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK
BOOK
BOOK

INVITE
INVITE
DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)
DROP-‐IN
DROP-‐IN
BOOK

Activity Timetable

Activity Timetable

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Activity Timetable

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Sing	
  &	
  Sign

The	
  Pride	
  Children's	
  Centre

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Little	
  Adventurers

Northwood	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  8XD FREE

BOOK

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Little	
  Stars

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

INVITE

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Feeling	
  Good	
  about	
  Me	
  -‐	
  19/9/13

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

BOOK

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Baby	
  Club

North	
  Huyton	
  Primary	
  Care	
  Trust

Huyton

L36	
  3TN FREE

9.30am	
  -‐	
  12.30pm

Maths	
  &	
  English

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

9.30am	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

Personal	
  Development	
  Course

The	
  Apple	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  6AZ

FREE

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  12/9/13	
  

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Baby	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  12/9/13	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Mini	
  Gym	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  12/9/13

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Baby	
  Rhyme	
  Time
	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  31/10/13	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.00am Toddler	
  Rhyme	
  Time	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  31/10/13	
  

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  5YP

FREE

FREE

BOOK

DROP-‐IN

Huyton

L36	
  8DB FREE

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

INVITE

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Multi-‐Tots

The	
  Eden	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L32	
  0RQ FREE

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Stay	
  &	
  Play

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Toddler	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Post	
  Natal

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00am

Ante	
  Natal

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.00pm

Mini	
  Gym	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  12/9/13

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  4.00pm

Young	
  Person	
  Ante	
  Natal

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  4.00pm

Healthy	
  Start	
  Healthy	
  Future

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  4.00pm

Ante	
  Natal

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Bosom	
  Buddies

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm
1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm
1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Baby	
  Massage
	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  12/9/13	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks
Baby	
  Sensory	
  &	
  Play
	
  -‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  12/9/13	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks
Baby	
  Sensory	
  &	
  Play
	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  31/10/13	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

L36	
  2LF

FREE

L36	
  8DB	
   FREE

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB FREE
Village

BOOK

BOOK

DROP	
  -‐IN
BOOK
BOOK
BOOK
DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

Stay	
  &	
  Play

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

Coping	
  with	
  Kids	
  
-‐	
  22/11/13	
  	
  	
  3	
  weeks

New	
  Horizons	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  8DB

FREE

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

Baby	
  Time

The	
  Star	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  1XF

FREE

BOOK

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am
10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am
10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm
10.00am	
  -‐	
  12.00pm

Toddler	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play
Baby	
  Massage	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  A	
  -‐	
  13/9/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks
Baby	
  Massage	
  
-‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  1/11/13	
  	
  6	
  weeks

classes held...
Knowsley and
surrounding areas

with Water Babies,
the UK’s leading baby swim school

3 Fully qualified, world class instructors
3 Award-winning programme
teaches babies from birth

BOOK

Jubilee	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  2LF

FREE

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH

FREE

BOOK

Hilltop	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L36	
  1XH

FREE

BOOK

Stockbridge	
  
L28	
  1AB
Village

FREE

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

Toddler	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

Stockbridge	
  Village	
  Children's	
  Centre

Ante	
  Natal

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

Little	
  Adventurers

The	
  Pride	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  5YP

FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

Post	
  Natal

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

BOOK

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Baby	
  Stay	
  &	
  Play

The	
  Robins	
  Children's	
  Centre

Huyton

L14	
  0JG

FREE

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

Little	
  Adventurers

The	
  Star	
  Children's	
  Centre

Kirkby

L33	
  1XF

FREE

BOOK

1.00pm	
  -‐	
  2.30pm

CLASSES

DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)
DROP-‐IN	
  
(Term	
  Time)

1.30pm	
  -‐	
  3.00pm

9.30am	
  -‐	
  11.00am

LOCAL

BOOK

Ready	
  for	
  Nursery
	
  -‐	
  Group	
  B	
  -‐	
  31/10/13	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  6	
  weeks

10.00am	
  -‐	
  11.30am

WEEKLY

3 Teaching you to
teach your baby to swim

6

3 Saving lives through water
confidence and safety skills
To join in the fun call

01925 243 643

waterbabies.co.uk

L

Activity Timetable

ast month’s Royal birth provided plenty of
opportunity for those in the baby industry to
celebrate and Dr Lin Day, founder of Baby Sensory
produced a special plan used at sessions across the
country. In keeping with the Royal theme sessions
involved marching band music, Westminster bells
hand bells ringing out to the music of Twinkle Star and
free play time with bunting made from chiffon scarves.
All of this created wonderful sensory experiences for the
babies involved and the sessions ended with rainbows,
pink and blue balloons, flower petals and bubbles.
Both parents and babies enjoyed the special event
which created a calm and gentle atmosphere
for adult and child to bond. In fact, some mums
became quite emotional during the activities.

DVDs
Books
Flascards
ReadingKit

To help set the scene parents were asked
to dress their babies in red, white and blue
with the option of wearing a crown or tiara.
In all the session proved to be so popular that it will
continue to be used under the theme ‘wonderful baby’
and if you missed the sessions or would like to take
part in the future classes take place on Tuesday at
the Rainford Scout Hall, Church Road, Rainford,
St Helens at 10.30 and 12.00 and Pipesqueaks
Play Cafe, Orrell Road, Wigan at 12.00 and 13.30.

www.babysensory.com

Early Learning
Made FUN!
www.monkisee.com

Last Month’s
Winner
Jane Cottam

Perfect for encouraging educational
play and stimulating creativity.

www.woodentoyworld.co.uk
woodentoyworld@yahoo.co.uk
/woodentoyworld
@WoodenToyWorld

PhonicsHelp is a brand new website
dedicated to helping parents support their
children with their phonic development
from birth onwards.
We support you, to support your child
with their reading, writing and spelling
development.
Twelve month membership starts from
£14.95 (with no hidden costs)

www.phonicshelp.co.uk

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

COMPETITION TIME

GETTING TO KNOW THE CINEMA
A WHOLE YEARS TODDLER TIME
MEMBERSHIP
A COMPLIMENTARY VISIT
A KIDS COMBO

08719025737

Stockist of beautifully crafted
traditional wooden toys.

08719025737

Activity Timetable

Sensory Fun for Royal Baby...

FOR YOUR CHANCE TO WIN E-MAIL ‘PICTUREHOUSE’
TO INFO@MUMMYANDMEMAGAZINE.CO.UK

Developing the skills to learn a second language can
begin at an early age. This perhaps can be easier
where English isn’t the first language of the parent
and they therefore try to included the development
alongside learning their first choice language for their
child. With this in mind Mummy and Me have spoken to
Bi-lingual parents and those with family backgrounds
from other countries who are encouraging their children
to speak a second language. Here is what they said;
“I always knew I wanted to speak Dutch to my
two kids, Ava (29 months) and Aiden (7 months).
My family speaks Dutch and they have Dutch
cousins that are about the same age. I want them
to be able to communicate easily with my side of
the family and out and about when we visit the
Netherlands. I also know it’s an advantage when
learning other languages, so I want to give them that.
At home I speak pretty much exclusively Dutch to
my kids. Sometimes when my husband is there
and the conversation is in English anyway, I might
throw in an English sentence here and there,
but between me and the kids it’s mainly Dutch.

They’re too young now, but when they start going
to school, I would like to dedicate some time at
home to teaching them Dutch writing and grammar
as well. (If there are any other Dutch parents
out there who want to join in, do get in touch!)”
Rena Gordon
rena.kuhn@gmail.com
“My dad was French and I have lots of family in France
so, although I am not strictly bilingual, it is really
important to me that my son, Nathaniel Pierre (named
after his Grandpere), is brought up with a strong
sense of this heritage. I sometimes chat in French
to him around the house and tell him the French
words for things. We have picture and story books
in French, some gifts from my family in France, which
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As Nathaniel grows up, we hope to visit France
often and make sure he is familiar with its
language and culture.
For now, he’s very
content to nibble on pain au chocolate!”
Chantel Loiseau
“I am Polish and my husband is English and
we are bringing up our children (Grace, 5,
James, 2.5 and Mary, 1) bilingually. I think it
is very important for all of us that they know
my mother tongue and the culture and history
of my country. I also consider it a great asset to be
able to speak more than one language fluently.
Before we had children we never really discussed
in what language we are going to bring them up.
It just seemed the most natural thing to do for
me to speak Polish to them and for my husband
to speak English. I speak Polish to them all the
time and only ever use English when we are in the
company of their English friends. Their English is
naturally stronger than their Polish because they
are growing up here and most of their friends are
English. They have, however, a native understanding
of Polish and speak it with a near native fluency.
We always ask my family to bring them Polish
resources - story books, sticker books, CDs with
Polish songs and stories etc. We are also very
fortunate to have a Polish Saturday school in Liverpool
which Grace and James gladly attend. It hugely helps
them not only to speak Polish but also to get to know
Polish culture, songs, games etc. So far we have
not encountered any disadvantages of the bilingual
upbringing. The children never confuse the languages
and are proud of their Polish heritage, gladly sharing

Rachel’s Toy Shop
Bilingual and Non Language
Toys for Under 5’s
Great brands such as Melissa & Doug,
Cloud B, Fisher Price and Clementoni

www.rachelstoyshop.co.uk
Celebrate European Day of Languages by having 15% cashback from your first order
when you mention “Mummy & Me”
offer valid until 31st December 2013 and is not available in conjunction with any other offers

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

their culture and language with their friends.
This year I also decided to introduce Grace to
French (together with her school friend to keep
her company) . French is the language taught
in their primary school but teaching starts
only in Year 3. As an experienced teacher
of modern foreign languages and having
taught all age groups (from 2 to 80 years
olds) I strongly believe it is really important
that the teaching starts as early as possible.
Little children have a natural curiosity and an ear
for languages. They gladly join in the games,
songs and rhymes and they can learn effortlessly
what in later years can only be achieved after
hours of studying and practice.”.
Anna Key
Learning a new language can also set you
up for life, providing a wider range of job
opportunities and making it easy to adapt
should like take you in a new direction...
“My husband and I moved to the Democratic
Republic of Congo six years ago. Before we
arrived, we thought we’d spend a few years in DRC,
then move on when it was time to have children.
Because who wants to have kids in theCongo?!
But soon after arriving we knew it was the perfect place
to start a family. In our community we’re surrounded by
people speaking French, English, Swahili and the local
language in the capital city, Lingala. Now we have two

little girls and nannies (who we call “Mamas” in Congo)
who help us take care of them. Our children are growing
up in a multi-lingual, multi-cultural, multi-mama world.
As our girls learned to talk, they tended to mix
English and French. They’d say “duckard” mixing
duck with the French canard. Water is sometimes
“wal’eau” and on more than one occasion we’ve
heard a “s’il vous please” when asking for more.
Our children are being raised by the community
around us and learning language and customs
different from ours along the way. Sure, sometimes we
don’t have water for proper baths at night and every
outdoor excursion is begun with lathering ourselves
in mosquito repellent, but for us it’s a great life. And
the lessons our children are learning are invaluable.
For more information on our lives in Congo, check
out the blog Mama Congo. Here my friend, neighbour
and fellow Mama, Jill Humphrey and I write about
our day-to-day family life in Kinshasa, DRC”.
Sarah Sensamaust
Clearly having a parent who speaks a second
language can help when you want to develop a
second language for your child, but it is not essential.
There are many products available to support their
learning and many organised sessions to help
your child learn another language. If you want
your child to benefit from being bilingual start them
early and look for opportunities in your local area.

Great Space Saver
See us on
stand C18 at
The Baby and
Toddler Show,
Manchester.
The
company

ot

01202 759401

1 cot = 3 combinations

When we’re out and about and around other people
I tend to switch to English, to let my kids know that
we need to use English when we speak to others.
Ava has a very impressive double vocabulary. She
knows the difference between the two languages.
Sometimes when I tell her something in Dutch,
she’ll repeat it back to me in English. I.e. I’ll say
in Dutch: ‘Shall we have pasta and tomato sauce
for tea tonight?’ And she’ll reply in English with: ‘I
don’t want to eat pasta and tomato sauce.’ So she
translates it with such ease, it’s incredible to witness.

I read to him. I also sing him songs in French.
He is starting to copy some words despite
his dominant language being English.
Last summer, we spent our holiday in
France and visited my family. Nathaniel
loved his time there and didn’t seem to find
it strange that everyone was speaking a
different language. Although, if he’d been
able to talk then, he might have remarked
upon his Dad’s Northern Irish French accent!

From newborn to 6 years old

S

eptember 26th marks European Language Day.
Learning more than one language (whether
European or not) can have many benefits such
as; learning new words easily, putting words into
categories, becoming good listeners and being able
to break down words. All of these ultimately enable
us to learn more effectively, so it is not surprising
that many parents are encouraging their children
to learn additional languages from an early age.

Early Years

Early Years

Bi-Lingual families &learning languages early...

www.thebunkcot.com
www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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N

utritionally, babies need breastmilk or
infant formula until they’re one year old.
From the age of six months full-fat cow’s
milk can be used in cooking and with baby’s
breakfast cereals and cow’s milk can be introduced
as a main drink from the age of 12 months.
Dairy is an important part of your child’s diet
providing essential nutrients such as calcium. When
you start weaning your baby at around six months
you can start to slowly introduce a variety of foods.
Dairy can be given to baby from the age of six months
in the form of cheese but avoid giving blue cheese
or soft unpasteurised cheese, such as Camembert
and Brie, until your baby is at least one year old.
Blue cheese and unpasteurised cheese contain live
bacteria which carries the risk of food poisoning.
Yoghurt is a good source of dairy for baby
and can be given from the age of six months.
Allergies to Cow’s Milk
Some babies are allergic to cows’ milk so it is important
when weaning your baby to introduce foods one
at a time over a few days to check for any allergic
reactions. You should seek urgent medical help if
you think your baby is having an allergic reaction.
A food allergy is when the immune system reacts to
a certain food protein resulting in a physical reaction
which can occur immediately or within 3 days.
If your child has cows’ milk allergy the symptoms will start
when cows’ milk is introduced into their diet. Symptoms
of cows’ milk allergy could result in diarrhoea, vomiting,
skin rashes, stomach cramps and difficulty breathing.
In rare cases cows’ milk allergy can cause anaphylaxis.

Cows’ milk allergy is a common food allergy in children
and most children who have this allergy grow out of it
by the age of three, although it is estimated that 20 per
cent of adults will continue to have cows’ milk allergy.
Alternatives
Aside from cows’ milk products there are many food
sources that contain high levels of calcium. So if
your child does have an allergy to dairy products
you can still make sure your child’s diet is rich
in calcium. Some good sources of calcium rich
foods include sesame seeds, sardines canned
in oil, spring greens, tofu, watercress and kale.
Lydia Oliver, Nutritional Advisor
www.onlybestforbaby.com
Curry might be the UK’s favourite dish but often parents shy
away from introducing spices and Asian flavours to their
baby’s food – Indian SuperMeals: Baby & Toddler Cookbook
is filled with simple and delicious dishes which will bring
new tastes to your child’s meal times and make sure they
are nutritionally packed too.
Our Wirral Sub-Editor Gill Pryce,recently reviewed the Indian
Supermeals Baby and Toddler Cookbook.
“Indian Super Meals is the perfect introduction for babies and
toddlers to Indian food. Not only does this cookbook have healthy
balanced recipes from weaning up to the age of three, it has all
the nutritional information about the ingredients in each dish too,
including spices. My son and I love it! With so many recipes on
offer, you are sure to find one that your little one will enjoy and I’m
sure parents/carers will too”.

Only

*

24

/ZainabJagotAhmed

* Ipad not included

Indian-inspired SuperFood
meals for tots.

eBook available from
Amazon.co.uk, Waterstones.com &
WHSmith.co.uk

Blazing the flavour trail for
babies, the UK’s number one
parenting author and leading
expert on feeding babies, has
let little ones do the talking (well,
gurgling) for her new range of
Organic Baby Purees and Sauces.
Britain's babies have been voting
with their bibs to crown butternut squash
and blueberry amongst their favourite first
foods – and with over 24 years of feeding and
weaning experience under her apron strings,
Annabel has transformed the clear favourites
into a new and nutritious baby food range.
Highchair hits includes; Butternut squash,
Blueberry, Mango, Parsnip, Vanilla, Peach,
Cinnamon, Salmon, Sweet potato and Lentils.
Annabel tested a host of flavours and
food combinations on a pint-sized panel,
assessing every squint, shriek and smile,
to create her most flavoursome baby food
range which tastes as good as homemade.
Launched in a handy pouch complete with a nifty
twist nozzle, Annabel’s eight stage one and two
organic purees include delicious combinations
such as Fruity Apple, Blueberry & Vanilla,Yummy
Moroccan Chicken and Tasty Chicken & Butternut Squash.
The range also includes scrumptious organic sauces
such as Carrot & Lentil and Tomato, Sweet Potato
& Cheese – a convenient way for mums to cook up

£4.99

* Sweet Potato, Apple & Dhal Curry
* Indian Salmon Risotto
* Spaghetti Bolognaise with Apricots
* Mango & Banana Lassi
and many more...

B

aby expert bans bland
with
new
organic
baby
food
range.

@ZainabJagAhmed

their own homemade meals and perfect for combining
with fresh ingredients such as salmon and chicken.
"It’s important for babies to explore lots of different
tastes when they start out on their weaning journey
- and my new baby-approved range takes them on
the ultimate taste adventure” says Annabel Karmel.
“Don’t be deceived by their facial expressions. If your
baby makes a strange face when tasting something
new, he may be reacting to the novelty of the
experience as much as the new taste itself. Try a least
two or three times and you'll know if you have a hit!”

Early Years

Early Years

Puree and Simple with Annabel Karmel...

Introducing your baby to dairy...

Containing all the goodness of a home cooked
meal, Annabel’s new Organic Baby Purees and
Sauces contain only the best natural ingredients
with no added salt, sugar or preservatives.
Stage 1:
A smooth consistency and delicious
flavour
combinations
to
get
accustomed
to the tastes and textures of solid food.
Delicious Banana, Pear & Peach, Awesome Apple,
Banana & Mango, Fruity Apple, Blueberry & Vanilla,
Lovely Carrot, Apple & Parsnip
Stage Two: Once they have the hang of purees, they are
readyforlumpierfoodwith-evenmoreflavourcombinations.
Cosy Cottage Pie, Tasty Chicken & Butternut Squash,
Scrumptious Salmon & Sweet Potato, Yummy Moroccan
Chicken
Sauces:
Ideal for combining with fresh
ingredients
to
create
quick
tasty
meals.
Carrot & Lentil & Tomato, Sweet Potato & Cheese.
The
range
launches
into
Sainsbury’s
in
September 2013 (RRP from 99p / 100g).
Visit www.annabelkarmel.com for more information.

It’s a good idea to introduce your baby to the flavour of green
vegetables early on. However, sometimes they find the taste of some
vegetables too strong, so it can be a good idea to mix stronger
tasting vegetables like broccoli together with potato or sweet potato.
You could also make this puree using other green vegetables like
spinach or courgette. Frozen vegetables are often more nutritious
than fresh as they are frozen within hours of being cooked so its fine to use
vegetables like frozen peas to make your baby’s purees.
Ingredients
40g peeled and chopped onion
15g unsalted butter
250g potatoes, peeled and diced
375ml unsalted vegetable stock or water
50g broccoli florets
50g frozen peas

Prep: 10 minutes
Cook: 25 minutes
Makes: 4
Suitable for freezing

Method
Sauté the onion in the butter until softened but not coloured (about 5 minutes).
Add the potato, pour over the stock or water, cover and bring to the boil and then
cook for 10 minutes.
Add the broccoli florets and cook for 3 minutes. Then add the peas and cook for a
further 3 minutes.
It’s a good idea to puree this in a mouli or baby food grinder to get rid of the
husks from the peas and also pureeing potato in a blender breaks down the natural
starches and makes it sticky.
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F

or Supermum Celia Munoz,
‘La Coqueta’ children’s wear,
nestled in North London is, (to
use her own words!) her sixth baby!
As a Mum to five lovely children,
the attention her eldest daughter
Flavia had attracted for her gorgeous
vintage inspired outfits gave Celia
the growing belief that all children
deserve easy care clothes
that not only withstand
the test of time, but
are beautifully made.

T

he
winter
2013–14
children’s fashion trends
are consistent with last
seasons inspirations. Here are
our highlights of what you’ll
expect to see this winter...
Brands such as Bonpoint and
BillieBlush has opted for rich
textures in warm tones, we are
seeing plenty of mustard, coral
which was a hit both last winter
and this past summer, greys,
warm cherry reds, metallic
tones and plenty of earth tones.
These are presenting themselves in all shapes and
sizes and its great to see the funky 70s inspirations
have held strong. Stella McCartney’s new range
is vibrant and uber stylish with vertical stripes and
A-line skirts. It seems the more traditional look has
been interpreted very well to create soft features
with overlying lace and appliques but still keeping
the edgy city meets country look we adore so much.
Pattern and textures are featuring heavily this
coming season with tweed and tribal prints, woven
stars and stripes and plenty of woodland animals.
Tufted finishes, and big chunky knits. Marmalade

Every little girl needs
frilly pants and tutus
in their life!

www.itsy-bits.co.uk
info@itsy-bits.co.uk

& Mash has outdone themselves with a warehouse
vibe and it promises to bring a sense of eclectic
British flavour. Deep autumnal hues lifted by
brighter counterparts of orange and pea greens.
Padded jackets will be seen everywhere and even
though there are still a few plain woollen coats around
it seems they are favoured for their practicality.
Baby’s will be adorned with soft cashmere and
woollen suits, pastels and round collars are a popular
feature this season. A splash of 70’s colours and a
bit of bling will brighten up even the tiniest of outfits.
Images Courtesy of Pinterest.

Fun, funky, retro
inspired prints
displayed in simple
silhouettes for girls
aged 6 months to 6
years all designed
and made by
Helen V Turner

www.yoyochildrenswear.com

The perfect gifts,
accessories and attire
for a little princess.
www.littlewhispers.co.uk
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www.peachypink.co.uk

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

When a parcel arrived
from La Coqueta, it
is no exaggeration to
say it seemed almost
a shame to unwrap
it! Beautifully and
lovingly
wrapped
and parcelled, the
divine ‘Maya’ dress
inside however,(see
photo)
was
well
worth
the
painstaking
packaging
and
statement ‘Proudly
made in Spain’.
With classic shapes,
vibrant
colours
and deliciously fun
accessories, La Coqueta
has
that
indefinable
‘something’ that sets them
apart; undoubtedly the Spanish
influence.
They promise comfort and style and 100% deliver.
From newborn to age six, La Coqueta’s timeless
and high quality
clothing could easily become
heirlooms, but being a realistic mum of five, Celia
insists that her clothes ‘are not so precious you
can’t get ice cream on them!’ Find them online at

P

eachy Pink offer the most delicious
of frilly, pretty, girlie items fit for
any little princess. When Mummy
and Me Magazine were given the
opportunity to sample a selection of
their exquisite range, we absolutely
jumped at the chance!

range

North Cheshire Executive Editor,
Elanza Butters was thrilled to receive
a Boutique bow (£4.20) and fabulous
Spanish Knee High Bow Socks
(£6.50) for her daughter Lilly. She
said…

Early Years

Early Years

This Season’s
Trends...

“Lilly just loved her Boutique Bow,
the quality is outstanding and provides
a firm grip that stays put in her hair. The designer
Spanish Knee High socks have clearly been made
with attention to detail, are adorable and actually
stay up!”
Magazine Founder, Michelle Thompson was also
lucky enough to receive a Wild Rose Pettiskirt (£18)
for daughter Eden…
“The Wild Rose Pettiskirt by Peachy Pink is a
must have for the wardrobe of any little girl. Eden
felt very girlie in the skirt and complimented by
a Boutique Bow from their collection, she looked
simply adorable”.
Why not kit out your little princess or treat a special
little lady to items from the Peachy Pink range? Visit

www.peachypink.co.uk

Explore our wonderful world of children’s toys,
clothes, and accessories at
www.loubilou.com

www.lacoquetakids.com

Beautiful christening
and special occasion
wear, shawls and
accessories for babies
and toddlers.

www.christeningsandoccasions.co.uk
www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Mummy and Me loves...

S

tickerskinz are new from America and just about the most
fun, clever and intriguing idea we’ve seen in ages. Remorse
over throwing away expensive and eco damaging plastic
toys planted the germ of an idea from which Stickerskinz was born.

Help Line

0151 239 1000

Surelyempty cardboard boxes andother discardedpackaging(plusachild’s
limitless imagination) could result in something new and fun to play with?
The overarching idea is that Stickerskinz allow children the chance
to look at the play potential of all manner of recyclable bits n bobs.
Of course the idea is as broad and rich as the imagination of the
child/ren making the toy. Stickerskinz can enable children to add
the backdrop to their imaginative play, perhaps mission control for
space figures, a barn for toy farm animals or give Barbie anything
from a sweetshop/bakery to a new sofa! With Stickerskinz, bottle
caps can become cakes, a cereal box a garage, a milk carton a
cabin and a soap box a castle (complete with crisp tube turrets!)
Their Youtube videos are amazing
and show just how easy the
Stickerskinz can transform junk
into treasure. Their website

www.stickerskinz.com
gives comprehensive guidance
on how to get the most from your
Stickerskinz along with a peek at
multitude of wonderful Stickerskinz
fun possibities.

We help families with
Divorce & Separation

“The Activity mat that stores toys!”
The description of the product we were asked to
review sounded intriguing, even more so when
we were asked the colour of our three piece suite!
When what appeared to be a footstool arrived, we
were duly impressed to find that it coordinated with our
lounge décor, (and was far more attractive than the
plastic box we’d been using to hold all the toys we’ve
collected to amuse our grandchildren when they visit).

to be even more impressed finding that we could
have had one made to order using their ‘match
your furnishings’ option. We’re certain it’s a must
have not only for Grandparents but for anyone
who wants a stylish way of storing toys and a
large comfy mat to play on! Contact Tidy Time at

admin@tidytime.co.uk

(Grandparents to Eden 2yrs and Bethany 8mths)

However, the magic came when we undid the
poppers and the ‘footstool’ folded out into a
90cm square brightly coloured activity mat!!!
A perfect size for child and adult to sit or even sprawl
out on, far more comfortable than hard flooring, and
being nice and squashy, a godsend when our 8mth old
grand daughter toppled sideways on to her little head!
All too soon the visit was over and it was ‘tidy up time.’
The corners folded in and popped in place leaving a large
space in the middle that held all the toys we asked it too,
then on with the lid and ‘hey presto’ a stylish footstool again!

Civil Partnership Dissolution
Social Services Advice
Children Matters
Financial Settlements
Domestic Abuse
Cohabitation Rights

Fixed Fee Support
When you need it most
Initial consultation
discounted to only

£50*

inc. VAT

Simply quote code MM13 for your discount.

Canter Levin & Berg Solicitors are one of Merseyside’s leading
Family Law Firms with a wealth of experience to guide you
through the breakdown of your relationship.
Whatever your family law issue, we aim to provide you with

www.canter-law.co.uk

professional legal advice to help you when you need it most.

We absolutely LOVE the Tidy Time activity mat and went
to their website

www.tidytime.co.uk
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*Full price normally £100 inc. VAT. Discounted rate is only available to new clients. Offer ends 31.10.13. Terms Apply.
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20 years as a successful Mumpreneur...
ummy and Me are huge fans of
JoJo Maman Bébé. Can you tell
our readers how it all came about?

In the beginning there was no grand plan; I’d been
running a company in Brittany, France and loved the
way the local children played on the beach whatever
the weather, wearing practical outdoor clothes. I
wondered if there was some demand back home and
carried out some market research finding out that the
British were desperate for some decent maternity wear
- in those days the options were limited to tent dresses
and dungarees. So JoJo was born as a 24 page
mail order collection for pregnant women
with a few baby styles thrown in.
JoJo Maman Bébé has
seen a huge amount
of development in the
20 years, can you tell
us more about this
success and growth?
We
grew
organically
year on year, from a
£30,000 business to our
current size of just under
£40M gross turnover. It
was a slow steady growth
funded by reinvesting the
modest profits. As we grew our
company ethos and brand became
more important than the business itself.
A lot of businesses have been hit by the current
economic climate. What do you feel has made JoJo
Maman Bébé buck this trend to be so successful?
We love the people we work with - most of my first
team are still with us today. We have been through hell
and high water (literally when our office flooded several
times over two years), we have been desperate and
cried and whooped for joy when things went well. This
business has been a success because of our gorgeous
designs, our ability to keep abreast with technology,
our innovative product design and fundamentally
the understanding that business is about people;
customers, suppliers and most of all our teams.
In a recent television programme with Peter
Jones (Dragons’ Den) we felt that despite being
in business for so long, you still seem to get that
same sense of achievement and enjoyment about
your brand. Would you agree?
Absolutely! We really love what we do and still
get so excited when we see an adorable little one
walking down the street in one of our designs.
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A lot of companies are struggling in the current
economic climate and there are so many children’s
clothing companies competing for business. What
do you think it is that makes the JoJo Maman Bébé
brand continue to be so popular?
The JoJo collections are all about celebrating
childhood - we want babies and children to look like
babies and we eschew any connection to adult styling.
Nothing is tackier than toddlers dressed to look like
mini pop stars. Our styles are really practical, soft and
comfortable, environmentally responsible (we think
we are the biggest manufacturer of children’s
clothing made from recycled fibres) and
often just too adorable to resist!
Your products offer superior
quality at a very reasonable
price. This means longlasting products which
all helps save parents
money in the long-term.
Is this your intention?
The quality is designed
to be good enough to
pass the clothes on as
‘hand-me-downs’ and we
love hearing stories of our
outfits being worn again and
again. JoJo should be the first
choice picked out of the drawer each
morning - chosen by parent and toddler!
So, what’s next for JoJo Maman Bébé?

Looking cool...with my BabyMule!...

I

‘No-one can prepare you for
having your first baby’.

t’s such a common cliche I actually
downplayed it in my own mind, so imagine
my surprise when baby number one
popped out! I can laugh now at how
immensely unprepared I was but at
the time it really was quite a shocker,
on so many levels. There was of
course the awesome responsibility
for a whole teeny tiny human being,
then the sudden exit from a bustling,
challenging and structured 40hour
working week, not to mention
abandoning all my well loved evening
sports, and missing the odd bit of
sleep (understatement of the year...).
But less publicised and more shocking
for me was the challenge of recovery.
It was hard not to feel overwhelmed and I was
desperate for a sense of freedom and lightness;
I wanted to effortlessly float out of my house with
my baby in my arms and wander through the park on
a beautiful bonding experience. This simple aim was
the beginnings of Babymule; no changing bags were
comfortable enough to carry whilst holding my baby,
or big enough to have everything I needed (and with
baby number 1 you really do need everything but the

Stylish & practical
changing bags
for your next
little adventure

Rucksacks were a bit too boy scout for my
liking and not compartmentalised adequately,
and shoulder style bags were a no-no for post
surgery posture. Plus I wanted clever accessories:
pouches, mats, wet bags, & bottle insulators, to
ensure that I was fully stocked on my outings.

The popularity of Babymule grew as a must-have
bag for families on big days out, traveling parents
(it’s a whizz at the airport), dads (who love the solid
black Babymule), and baby wearers/slingers,. Then
came parents of twins, and mums who were having
second babies and needing an extra bit of space.

Congratulations on 20 successful years as a
Mumpreneur. What is it about being a Mumpreneur
that you love and that would perhaps make
others potential Mumpreneurs want to aspire to?

Laura Tenison

kitchen sink).

The challenge was set! And with this came the next
step - flexible working hours and a shot at that holy
grail of being with the children AND bringing in an
income. I started Babymule with the simple premise
of creating a really clever multifunctional changing
bag of the highest quality, at a reasonable price.

Just like the beginning of this journey, I don’t know where
it will end. We have so many plans ... with 56 stores in
the UK now and many more in the pipeline, a great
website, a new and exciting JoJo Community Site, a
JoJo Road Show starting this Autumn and international
trade sales to 60 countries, there is just so much to do!

I continue to love the business and the people I work
with, plus I can be flexible and work around the needs
of my children. It’s not been an easy journey but it’s
been good so far and there is still a very long way to go.

This Month’s Mumpreneur

Celebrating 20 years as a Mumpreneur!

Founder Laura Tenison -

New for 2013
Babymule Pegasus
canvas messenger bag

The Babymule range has grown and we now have
all the clever Babymule accessories available as
kits on their own as well as our super-cool ‘Pegasus’
messenger. Two more children also followed and
plans are in the pipeline for some fantastic new
Babymule colours and another out and about bag.
It’s been an incredible journey so far, and after all this
time I think I’m just about prepared for that first baby.

www.babymule.co.uk
www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Claire Fuller, Babymule.
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t my 12 week scan, it was noticed that Lillie
wasn’t using her right hand. I was asked to come
back in a further 3 weeks to meet a consultant
who would carry out further examination. I wasn’t
worried, I simply anticipated that when I came back in
the 3 weeks it would all be fine and I would then be
examined again routinely at 20 weeks like anyone else.
At the further scan, Lillie was refusing to co-operate
with both hands tucked behind her head. After a little
prodding there was still no change to Lillie’s position
so it was decided to conduct an internal scan. The
consultant and doctor were pointing to the screen
in a quiet discussion. My Mum was then asked to
return to the room and it was then that I was told that
Lillie would be born without fingers on her right hand.
Naturally, the news hit me quite hard and I broke down, it
felt like the end of the world. Once calmed, I contacted
work to advise them of the situation and to take a
couple of days annual leave to get my head
around the news. I must say that both
sides of the family were amazing and
so supportive as were my friends.
A couple of days later when the
news had settled, I reflected on
the situation and how the news
could have been far worse. In
fact, I was lucky! Some people
sadly aren’t lucky enough to
have children. I had been so
excited about meeting Lillie,
why should this change now?
Instead, the love I had already
felt for her became stronger.
I began to tell everyone about
her missing hand, I wasn’t
embarrassed. I didn’t want anyone
to feel shocked when visiting.
A friend who’s daughter was also missing
a hand passed me some information
about a charity called Reach (www.reach.
org.uk). To help families affected, Reach provide
opportunities for family get-together, opportunities to
share experiences, information on what to do (and
not to do), where to go for advice about treatment and
generally to provide reassurance that you are not alone.
I also became an member and joined their facebook page
where I was able to chat to other parents experiencing
the same thing and get answers for concerns that
I had. It was a relief knowing that I wasn’t alone.
I also purchased the Reach book 'Shared
Experiences' by Charlotte Fielder, which was full of
information shared by other parents of children with
Upper Limb Deficiencies, I found it so helpful and
would definitely recommend it to any other parents
experiencing this, it really puts your mind at ease.
I had a total of 6 scans and was told that
everything else about Lillie was fine. Happily I
was then able to enjoy the rest of my pregnancy.
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I also met with a paediatrician at the hospital who
went through her scans with me and told me that
it looked like Lillie was missing her whole hand
and just had up to her wrist. He also went through
family history on both sides and told me that her
hand not developing was 'just one of those things'.
I was so excited about meeting Lillie so was made up
when my waters broke at 2am on the 2nd November
2012, 2 weeks earlier than expected. 15 hours and
12 minutes later a healthy Lillie Grace was born
in the birthing pool. She was the most beautiful
little thing that I'd ever seen, absolutely perfect!
A couple of months later Reach held a North West
meet up at a local play centre where Lillie and I met
lots of children with upper limb deficiencies. That's
where we met Francesca (a baby only a couple of
weeks older than Lillie with a missing left forearm.
Me and her Mum Ann have become good
friends and its so nice to have someone
to talk to about the development of our
babies, exchange tips and for Lillie
and Francesca to grow up and
see that they aren't on their own.
The topic of prosthetics was
discussed at an appointment
with Alder Hey earlier this year.
However, I was advised that it
is best to see how Lillie gets on
using what she was born with
before adding something that
may hinder her development.
Personally I feel she will be fine
as she is. We return to Alder Hey
next April to assess her progress.
Even at 9 months she’s a
determined little lady and having one
hand has not prevented her from doing
anything any other 9 month old can do. I
will need eyes in the back of my head as she
is almost crawling! I always roll her sleeve up, I
never try to hide her missing hand and I don’t want her
to grow up being ashamed of it or trying to hide it away.

DADDY
TRAINING
FIT FOR A
KING

I

w r o t e
Commando
Dad: Basic
Training
for
dads that are
faced with a
new baby and
an
exhausted
new mother, and not a clue about
how to deal with either. In short, I wrote the book I
wish I’d have had ten years ago when I first became a
dad. It’s packed full of practical guidance, advice and
tips for dads, designed to help them learn - fast - what
they need to do to be an effective parent.
One of the first chapters is ‘How to Survive the First
24 Hours.’ It covers how to pick up, hold, change,
clean, feed, burp, bath and prepare a bed for a new
baby trooper. I used the word ‘survive’ because in the
beginning it can feel like a battle. I remember how,
overnight, my life, and my wife’s, changed beyond all
recognition. All the classes and books prepared us for
the birth. Now we were at home. In charge of a baby.
Don’t get me wrong, I love a challenge. I have been a

Daddy and Me
Needs

YOU!

Royal
Engineer
Commando,
a
security guard at
the UK Mission to
the UN in New York,
a stay-at-home dad and a registered childminder,
but there have been few times in my life as daunting
as bringing my first son back from the hospital.
The one thing we did have to fall back on was my
military training: my ability to adapt, improvise and
overcome. As we got to grips with the basics I did
what came naturally – I applied military precision
to the task: I got essential kit and supplies, I got us
organised and I got us into a routine. And it was
this process – creating a well ordered and happy
family unit by taking a military approach to parenting
– that laid the foundations for Commando Dad.
I was recently told by a Royal correspondent that
Prince William told her he was using the book to
prepare for fatherhood. To be honest, I am immensely
proud to hear that any dad is using my book and
Prince William is no exception. However, knowing
that my advice is being taken by a future King, to help
him bring up another future King is incredible. It is the
greatest honour: Commando Dad is literally for a King.
For more information on Commando Dad: Basic
Training, or to share any experiences or advice
with Neil Sinclair, and other dads, please go to:

WWW.COMMANDODAD.COM

We get the occasional stares when out and about.
Sometimes people ask about Lillie’s hand, which is
nice. I’d much prefer to be this than when someone
just stares. Children often ask which is great, I simply
explain that it’s just ‘Lillie’s Little hand’ because
it didn’t grow when she was in my tummy, which
most of the time they accept. Some question further
..."How will she eat? Will her fingers grow when she
gets bigger? Can I touch it?" all of which I reply with
positive answers, I appreciate a child’s honesty.
So far I'm so proud and happy with how well
Lillie's doing and having one hand just makes me
prouder each time she reaches another milestone.
Lillie is my special little lady and having one hand makes
her who she is. I wouldn't change her for the world!

www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Daddy and Me

Real Life Story...

Lillie’s Little hand...

Inspires
Imagination
and Play
works
for all
strokes

4

info@mummyandmemagazine.co.uk

Becki
www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk
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Baby Babble!

W

hen it comes to your health and welfare
having a say is important and Mummy
and Me this month was happy to read
about ‘Patient Opinion’ which is a website that
allows patients at hospitals in the region to have a
voice. It makes extremely interesting reading and
it is good to read that Whiston hospital features
well in the eyes of patients and their families.
In total 196 people had contacted the site to tell their
story and the experiences they faced at the hospital
and 3 of these had led to changes in the service
provided being made. One contributor commenting
on the quality of maternity provision said ‘Overall I
would say the midwives here are excellent and I will

forever be grateful to
them for their care!!!!!’
In fact it had led
this
mum
to
apply
to
train
as
a midwife. Good luck to
her and well done Whiston.
To
out

read
the
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Why not discuss your views on this and any other
topic raised in our publication via our online forum
at www.mummyandmemagazine.co.uk. This is
a great place to meet other parents and share
your views, experiences and recommendations.
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EventCity Manchester 27-29 September
Everything mums-to-be and new parents
need to give their baby the best start.
Best prices guaranteed on prams,
buggies, car seats & furniture

• Fre
e par
king
• Fee
ding &
facilit
ie s chang ing
• Bu m
p&b
aby f
r ien d
ly

Over 150 top brands to try, compare and buy
plus 100s of unique, handy products not
found on the high street
Essential advice from leading
experts on pregnancy, birth
& parenting

LOVHEOW
THERSYOUR K
O Y BAC
E
MON

Save £10

Book 2 tickets for £20
by quoting MBT36 at
babyshownorthwest.com
Standard advance ticket £15.
This offer closes at midnight on 26th September.

